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10 September 2018 
 
 
Ms J.J. Shaw MLA 
Chair, Economics and Industry Standing Committee 
Parliament of Western Australia 
Parliament House 
4 Harvest Terrace 
West Perth WA  6005 
 
By email: laeisc@parliament.was.gov.au  
 
 
 
Dear Ms Shaw, 
 
Inquiry into WA’s Automotive Smash Repair Industry 
 
Suncorp welcomes the opportunity to participate in the Committee’s Inquiry into WA’s Automotive Smash 
Repair Industry (the Inquiry). Suncorp provides the following written submission to the Committee to assist 
with our forthcoming appearance before the Committee on 12 September 2018. 
 
Due to the nature of the sensitive commercial information discussed in some sections of the submission, the 
sections marked in boxes are commercial-in-confidence and are not for publication. 
 
Executive Summary 

— Suncorp works closely with our Recommended Repairers to ensure timeliness and quality repairs for 
our customers. 

— Suncorp has not identified any wide-spread issues regarding quality of repairs in WA. 
— Suncorp is a signatory to the Motor Vehicle Insurance and Repair Industry Code of Conduct, and 

welcomes the opportunity to discuss how the Code can continue to deliver benefits to our customers. 
— Suncorp supports the calls for a review of towing services in WA. Issues to be considered by a review 

should include behaviour at the scene of an accident, and the need for set towing fees. 
 
About the Suncorp Group 
 
The Suncorp Group1 offers a range of financial products including general insurance, life insurance, banking and 
superannuation products, and offers these through various distribution channels.  Suncorp also partners with 
other businesses, both local and international, to provide additional services to our customers.  
 
Our purpose is to create a better today for our customers, communities, people and shareholders. We do this 
by being the destination for moments that matter, creating value for customers and supporting them at the 
important times in their lives. 
 
Suncorp2 is subject to significant regulation by ASIC, APRA and other regulators, and is a signatory to both the 
General Insurance Code of Practice and the Motor Vehicle Insurance and Repair Industry Code of Conduct. 
 

                                                                 
1 Suncorp Group Limited (ASX: SUN). 
2 Through our insurance entity, AAI Limited (ABN 48 005 297 807). 
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CONFIDENTIAL 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Choice of repairer 
 
Each motor vehicle insurance brand has different policy offerings, but no insurer can grow and obtain 
necessary scale without providing a great customer experience. The focus for our motor vehicle insurance, 
especially regarding repairs, is to ensure that our customers have certainty and have the best experience 
possible – regarding quality, service and speed. 
 
The various brands we offer in WA have different offerings regarding choice of repairer. AAMI, Apia and Bingle 
do not offer choice of repairer, whereas Essentials by AAI, GIO, Suncorp, Shannons, Vero and Vero Corporate 
Partners do offer choice of repairer. 
 
In our experience, most customers don’t have a preferred repairer, but are happy with a repair process that 
will be the quickest and least stressful for them. All repairs are authorised by Suncorp prior to repair. If we 
cannot come to an agreement with a repairer regarding repair method, timeliness or repair cost, we may seek 
to obtain a second quote. It is always our preference to negotiate with a repairer, rather than risk affecting 
repair timeliness and consumer inconvenience by obtaining a second quote. 
 
Where a customer wishes to use a repairer outside our Recommended Repairer network, we usually only 
require one quote to be obtained. Requests for second (or further) quotes are made in only a limited number 
of cases. 
 
Repairer networks 
 
As is recognised in a number of the submissions to the Committee, the Motor Vehicle Insurance and Repairs 
Industry Code of Conduct recognises that insurers and repairers are free to structure their commercial 
relationships as they wish. Suncorp is a founding member of the Code Committee, and maintains a seat on the 
current Code Committee. 
 
Suncorp uses a range of repairers to perform repairs for our customers: 

— Capital SMART repair centres; 
— Suncorp Recommended Repairers; and 
— Other repairers. 

 
Capital SMART 
 
Capital SMART is a network of 45 repair centres across Australia and New Zealand. It has invested in technology 
and process improvements to provide market-leading standard and timely repairs, improving customer 
experience.  
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SMART stands for ‘Small Medium Accident Repair Technology’. SMART centres specialise in repairs to driveable 
vehicles that have sustained low to medium collision damage – minor dints, replacement bumper bars, etc. 
 
SMART centres use using innovative technologies, digital capabilities and processes to complete a high volume 
of repairs at fast turnaround times. SMART centres are able to carry out repairs to driveable vehicles at a rate 
of 50-70% faster than the industry average. 
 
There are 3 SMART centres in WA, all in the Perth metropolitan area (Osborne Park, Myaree and Welshpool).  
 
Suncorp Recommended Repairers 
 
Suncorp Recommended Repairers have passed our stringent quality and process assessment, as set out in our 
agreements and technical standards. We know they can repair our customers’ vehicles to our high standards. 
We are proud to work with a network of certified repairers who share our commitment to exceptional 
customer service and providing high-quality, cost-effective and safe repairs. There are 13 Suncorp 
Recommended Repairers in WA. 
 
Other repairers 
 
Repairers outside our network who have been asked to quote for a repair through a choice of repair based 
policy are welcome to submit quotes for repairs to our customers’ vehicles. We assess quotes received in 
accordance with the Motor Vehicle Insurance and Repair Industry Code of Conduct. 
 
We often interact with other repairers when a customer’s car has been taken to the repairer without any 
earlier contact with us. This is commonly the case where a towing provider has taken the vehicle directly to 
repairer without us being contacted first, or where a third-party provider (such as a hire-car provider, or claims 
management provider) has offered to arrange repairs for the customer.  
 
We also receive claims for repairs that have already been performed, in the form of demands for payment 
regarding accidents where our customer is ‘at fault’. In many of these cases, receipt of a demand for payment 
is the first time we are notified that one of our customers has been involved in an accident, and that repairs 
were required. Especially where these repairs have been performed by a repairer not associated with another 
insurer, the repair costs claimed for these repairs are often in excess of what we consider would be a 
reasonable. Sadly, these repairs have often also taken far longer than could have been arranged with our 
involvement, let alone further time during which we attempt to negotiate a fair amount for the cost of the 
repairs performed. Both of these present poor customer outcomes, and can extend the time before our 
customer’s claim can be finalised. 
 
Certification and assessment of Suncorp Recommended Repairers 
 
All of our Suncorp Recommended Repairers are required to adhere to the Suncorp Vehicle Repair Standard, 
which sets out the minimum requirements for Suncorp Recommended Repairer certification. The Standard can 
be viewed here. The Standard assesses equipment, repair methodology, staffing, management, training, repair 
management, quality control, workflow, and the repairer’s OH&S environment. Review of a repairer’s 
compliance with the Standard is carried out each year to ensure ongoing compliance. 
 
All Suncorp Recommended Repairers are also required to adhere to our Repairer Customer Management 
Guide. This sets out the processes, procedures and expected standards for all repairer interactions with our 
customers. For example, the Guide sets out our expectations for: 

— The discussion when a customer drives their car to drop it off for repairs; 
— When contacting a customer to confirm that repairs have been authorised; 
— When contacting a customer to advise that the estimated date for repair completion has changed; and 
— When the customer arrives to collect the vehicle after the repairs are complete. 

http://repairerstandard.com.au/wp/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/SVRS.pdf
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A copy of the Repairer Customer Management Guide is at Appendix A. 
 
Repairers are also audited by the Repairer Performance Management Team to ensure compliance with various 
requirements, including whether quotes are submitted on time, repair shop presentation, correct repair 
method, and a safe, secure and clean repair environment. 
 
We acknowledge that we set high standards for our repairers to meet, that we audit them regularly, and that 
we demand high levels of performance from them. This is because we want the best for our customers. 
 
Rectification of repairs 
 
The Customer Management Guide sets out our expectations of how repairers should engage with our 
customers when the customer raises concerns with repairs performed. Under the Guide, repairers are 
expected to give the customer the option to leave the vehicle for the issue to be rectified, or to arrange 
another time for the rectification work to be completed. Where the repairer is unable to resolve the quality 
issue identified, they can contact Suncorp’s Assessing Co-ordinator to arrange an assessor to visit, as part of 
Suncorp’s customer complaints process. 
 
Where a customer or our audit processes identify that rectification is required, we often ask the relevant 
repairer to correct the repair that they previously performed. When arranging rectification works, we take into 
account events since the original repair (such as use of the car, where it has been stored, etc). 
  
Suncorp offers a ‘lifetime guarantee’ on repairers performed through SMART and by Suncorp Recommended 
Repairers. This is because we back our Recommended Repairers to perform quality repairs, and we expect the 
best for our customers. Where rectification repairs are required long after the original repair, the rectification 
will often be at our cost. 
 

CONFIDENTIAL 
 
 
 
 
 

CONFIDENTIAL 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Motor Vehicle Insurance and Repair Industry Code of Conduct 
 
Suncorp is a signatory to the Code, and supports its role in providing certainty to insurers and repairers, as well 
as a dispute resolution framework. Suncorp supports the comments regarding the Code made by the Insurance 
Council of Australia in its submission.  
 
Suncorp notes the suggestions in other submissions that the Code should be mandatory in WA, and that there 
should be a greater role for the Small Business Commissioner. Suncorp would welcome the chance to discuss 
these suggestions further, with a focus on delivering benefits to motor insurance customers through repair 
timeliness and quality. 
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Regulation of towing services in WA 
 
Suncorp strongly supports the calls in other submissions for reform to towing services in WA. The severity of 
the issues with the current situation regarding towing is demonstrated by the number of submissions to the 
Inquiry that have mentioned towing services – significantly, including from towing providers – despite this issue 
being not addressed by the Inquiry’s Terms of Reference.  
 
As a national motor vehicle insurer, Suncorp has experience with towing regulation across all Australian 
jurisdictions. Of all Australian jurisdictions, WA has the least regulation of towing services, resulting in poor 
consumer outcomes. 
 
Suncorp supports the comments made to the Committee regarding the need for a review of towing services in 
WA. In particular, the issues that should be considered by that review include: 

— Allocation of a tow; 
— Authorities to Tow; 
— Behaviour at the scene of an accident; and 
— The need for regulated, set fees for towing services. 

 
Conclusion 
 
In summary, we welcome the opportunity to assist the Committee with its Inquiry and to provide our 
perspective on the industry in WA. 
 
Please do not hesitate to contact Brendan Bolton, Senior Advisor – Government, Industry & Public Policy, on 

 or  if you have any questions regarding this matter.  

 

Yours sincerely, 
 

Head of Motor Claims Assessing & Repair  
Suncorp Group Limited 
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About Repairer Customer Management 

 

At Suncorp our purpose is to create a better today by protecting people’s most valuable 
assets and being the destination for the moments that matter - whether it’s the family 
home, a new car or the old weekend caravan. We give people certainty during uncertain 
times and help communities bounce back when adversity strikes. 
 
Aligned with the Suncorp strategy and the General Insurance Code of Practice, we are 
strengthening the focus on our service delivery to create Great and Brilliant experiences for 
our customers. Extensive customer research conducted by Suncorp, identified that our 
customers prefer a single point of contact throughout the repair and place great value on 
receiving accurate and timely information about their claim, in particular from a technical 
expert, about their vehicle repair. Additionally, our repairers have told us that they prefer to 
manage the customer directly, as it is more efficient for everyone involved. This enables the 
provision of the right service to our customers, in the right way, at the right time. 
 
To help us create the best customer experience for our customers at every interaction, as part 
of our Elevate the Customer Program, we have created five Levels of Experience that describe 
how we measure interactions with our customers and stakeholders. Brilliant – Experience was 
well beyond that expected. Great – Experience exceeded expectations. Okay – Experience met 
expectations.  Poor – Experience did not meet expectations. Shocking – Experience which 
should never be repeated. We are now able to benchmark service in a measurable way to set 
expectations on the level of experience we want to provide. We aim to deliver great experiences 
consistently and brilliantly in the moments that matter. 
 
Along with Suncorp’s purpose, strategy and customer program, this Guide should be used 
as a resource in understanding our compliance requirements to the General Insurance Code 
of Practice and our expectations for how our Repairers manage the customer from the time 
they have been booked to the repair shop for repairs through to when repairs are completed 
and the customer collects their vehicle. This includes customer contact options and 
timeframes to ensure that together we provide the best level of service to our shared 
customers.   
 

The Suncorp Group is proud to work with a network of certified repairers who share our 

commitment to exceptional customer service and providing high-quality, cost-effective and 

safe repairs. The contents of this guide should be made available, understood, and used by 

all staff in your business that interacts with any Suncorp Group customers.  
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Compliance Requirements 
 

What are our compliance requirements?  

Suncorp Group has adopted the General Insurance Code of Practice 2014 (the Code) as the 
benchmark for service and claims when delivering services to our customers. Suncorp is also 
bound by the Australian Privacy Principles under the Privacy Act 1988. 

The Code applies to customers, third parties (in certain scenarios) and third-party beneficiaries 
(collectively referred to as ‘Customer’) and applies to all Motor Insurance claims, including 
catastrophe or event claims. 

While the Code does not apply directly to repairers, because you are providing services to 
Suncorp Customers, as Suncorp’s representative, it is important that all Certified Repairers 
understand and follow the Code and Privacy obligations.   

This is a requirement under the Suncorp Panel Repairer Agreement and forms part of our 
repairer Customer management expectations. 

Customer service principles 

When dealing with Customers always be aware of and apply the following Code of Practice 
customer service principles to help ensure you deliver excellent customer service: 

• Be fair, honest, efficient and transparent in all our interactions with Customers 

• Be fair by only asking for and relying on relevant information 

• Be honest by immediately correcting any errors or mistakes identified 

• Be transparent by providing reasons for all decisions we make 

• In times of disaster and catastrophe, treat our Customers in an efficient, professional and 
practical way and in a compassionate manner 

• For Customers in hardship as a result of an event giving rise to the claim, we will fast track 
the claims decision process 

Keeping Customers informed 

As you have primary responsibility in maintaining contact with our Customers, you need to ensure 
the following contact obligations are met throughout repair or rectification works on a Customer’s 
vehicle. These expectations are in addition to your existing customer contact obligations under 
the Suncorp Panel Repairer Agreement.  

• Customers must be kept informed on the progress of repairs (or rectification works) to their 
vehicle at least every 20 business days 

• This can be done through SMS, phone or email depending on the Customer’s contact 
preferences  

• This does not replace the requirement to update AudaWatch in line with the repair progress 
stages of the vehicle. 

• This contact requirement is satisfied if the Customer rings you or you contact the Customer to 
advise of a new Estimated Completion Date 

• Routine requests by Customers about their claim need to be dealt with within 10 business 
days.  This could be the Customer asking for an update on progress of the repairs to their 
vehicle.  If in doubt whether you can answer their query, contact your AsCo Team.  

• You can agree with the Customer to alternative timeframes for these. 

All discussions and interactions with Customers should be recorded in the file notes you maintain 
for each claim (see Recording Customer Interactions).   
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Customer complaints 

Under the Code and our insurance contracts with Customers, Suncorp accepts responsibility for 
the quality of the workmanship and materials used in repairs. We are required to handle any 
complaint about the quality or timeliness of the work or conduct of the Repairer under our 
complaints process. 

We define a complaint being an expression of dissatisfaction made to you in relation to any of our 
products or services including repairs or our Complaints handling process itself, where a 
response or resolution is explicitly or implicitly expected.   

Where Customers raise concerns with the quality of the repairs (‘Quality Issues’), the Customer 
must be contacted within 24 hours and attempts made to reach agreement on the best way to 
address their concerns with the repairs.   

Any concerns raised by Customers must be handled in a fair, transparent and timely manner. 
Customers should not be discouraged from raising any concern or making a formal complaint.  

If you are unable to satisfy all of the customer’s concerns then this becomes a complaint and you 
should immediately contact your Assessing Coordinator (AsCo) who will arrange an Assessor 
visit in line with Suncorp’s customer complaints process. You should advise the customer that 
you are proposing to do this. 

If a Customer wishes to make a complaint, then you need to provide the customer with the 
contact details of the Suncorp AsCo Team and notify the AsCo Team of the complaint. 

If the customer’s concerns are not about Quality Issues or delays in repairs (for example dispute 
over the extent of authorised repairs or extent of damage, privacy issues or conduct of staff), 
these must also be referred immediately to the AsCo Team.  

You must immediately initiate action to correct an error or mistake that may be identified or 
notified in handling a complaint.     

Details about a Quality Issue or complaint must be accurately and comprehensively recorded as 
notes on the Repair Info Screen in AudaNet (a direct link to AudaWatch) 

Financial hardship when collecting excesses 

There may be occasions when you are collecting excesses from a Customer and the Customer 
advises you that they cannot afford to pay it. This could raise Financial Hardship considerations 
under the Code. 

You should immediately refer this to your Manager, Motor Claims and advise the Customer you 
are doing this.   

Repairers still need to hand the vehicle over to the customer even if the excess has not been 
paid. 

Any unpaid excesses need to be referred to your Manager, Motor Claims and these will then be 
internally managed by Suncorp. 

Catastrophes and major events 

The Code requires that we need to respond to Events in an efficient, professional and practical 
way, and in a compassionate manner as our Customers may be traumatised during times of 
disaster and catastrophe. 

Be mindful that our Customers may be traumatised during times of disaster so particular care in 
meeting the Customer’s needs is important 

All responses to Events should be in an efficient, professional and practical way, and in a 
compassionate manner 
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Recording customer interactions 

Proper record keeping of all interactions with Customers is very important in order that Suncorp 
can meet its regulatory responsibilities.  Customers can access copies of their claims information 
in accordance with Suncorp’s access request processes. 

You should record information accurately, clearly, factually, and avoid recording judgments, 
personal opinions or anything that is not clearly based on fact.  

It is important that you: 

• Keep records of all text and email communications with Customers  

• Take comprehensive notes of discussions with Customers. These can be recorded in the 
Notes section of AudaWatch or through your Bodyshop Management System 

• Keep all relevant documentation and make available to Suncorp upon request, in the 
event that there is a Customer dispute. 

Privacy and provision of information to Customers and other parties 

Part of being transparent with Customers is providing them with access to information we have 
used to assess their claim or carry out repairs to their vehicle. 

All Customer information will be of a high standard so it can be ready to be provided to a 
customer at any time.  

The Code and Australian Privacy Principles recognise that Customers should be given access to 
their information, unless certain exceptions apply.  

Access may be sought by the insured or a third party or their insurer, or someone who has no 
connection to the claim (e.g. a government agency).   

Before any documents or information is provided, you should contact your Manager, Motor 
Claims to determine the best way to meet the request and ensure privacy requirements are 
being met. This is detailed in section 5.10 of the Suncorp Panel Repairer Agreement 2014. 

Reporting breaches 

If you or any of your staff become aware of actual or potential breaches of the Code, any 
legislation (such as Privacy) or other regulatory requirements, you must immediately notify your 
own Manager who should in turn immediately report this to your Suncorp Manager, Motor 
Claims.    
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Customer Management Activities  

1.  Booking Dates and Times - Driveable 

Performed 

When  

The customer is due to deliver their vehicle to you at a prearranged 
appointment (date and time)  

Description • At lodgement Suncorp advises the customer that an appointment is 

being made for them to drop off their vehicle for repair, not an 

estimate. 

• The expectation set with the customer is that they will attend one 

appointment with the repairer where they will leave their vehicle that 

day and know that repairs will commence immediately.  

• Only in circumstances where a customer cannot attend the original 

appointment or extreme part delays should a customer be rebooked for 

a second appointment.  

Actions  
1. If you do change the booking date please ensure that you update the 

Booking tab in AudaNet with the revised booking date and time as well 

as the reason for the change. 

2. It is important that you tailor your communication and service to the 

Customer to align with the expectation being set when they lodge their 

claim. 

Timeframe Minimum one day prior to the appointment date  
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2.  Booking Introduction Call - Driveable 

Performed 

When  

The customer is due to deliver their vehicle to you at a prearranged 
appointment (date and time) 

Description The customer has lodged their claim and made a booking to attend your repair 
shop directly.  
The purpose of this call is to set the customer’s expectation for the damage 

review, and confirm their appointment time and your location.  

Actions  During this phone call:  

1. Ensure that you are speaking to the customer or their authorised 

representative 

2. Confirm the appointment date and time. If the customer wishes to 

amend their appointment, you can change this directly in the AudaNet 

Booking tab 

3. Provide the customer with your business contact information, location 

and hours of operation  

4. Explain what will happen during the appointment  

5. Confirm customers preferred contact method (online tracking tool, 

phone, SMS, email)  

6. Remind the customer to remove their personal items from the vehicle 

(e.g. eTag, garage remotes, etc.)  

7. Discuss any remaining excess, including payment options (direct to 

insurer, credit card, cash, etc.)  

8. Describe any other relevant appointment details, e.g. directions for 

where to park their vehicle.  

Record Notes in the AudaNet Repair Info tab or your Bodyshop Management 

System to reflect the conversation.  

Timeframe Minimum one day prior to the appointment date  
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3.  Booking Introduction Call – Non drive 

Performed When  
The customer’s vehicle is towed into the repair shop.   

If the vehicle has not been delivered, please contact the tow provider to 
follow up (you can locate this information in the Services tab of AudaNet). 

Description The customer has lodged their claim and we have arranged to have their 
vehicle towed directly to you.  

The purpose of this call is to set the customer’s expectation for the damage 

review and confirm your details for their reference.  

Actions  During this phone call:  

1. Ensure that you are speaking to the customer or their authorised 

representative 

2. Confirm the vehicle has been towed to your repair shop  

3. Provide the customer with your business contact information, location 

and hours of operation  

4. Explain what will happen during the damage review and confirm 

accident description  

5. Confirm customers preferred contact method (online tracking tool, 

phone, SMS, email)  

6. Advise the customer when they can collect their personal items from 

their vehicle (e.g. e-Tags, garage remotes, etc.)  

7. Discuss any remaining excess, including payment options (direct to 

insurer, credit card, cash, etc.)  

8. Explain to the customer when you will be contacting them again with 

repair details 

Record Notes in the AudaNet Repair Info tab or your Bodyshop Management 

System to reflect the conversation. 

Timeframe On the day the vehicle is towed to the repair shop. 
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4.  Vehicle Drop Off    

Performed When  The customer arrives to drop off the vehicle  
 

Description The purpose of this interaction is to determine claim related damage, 
ensure the customer is aware of and comfortable with next steps and to 
take delivery of the customer’s vehicle for repairs. 

  
 

Actions  When the customer arrives to drop off the vehicle:  

1. Greet the customer and introduce yourself 

2. Ensure that you are speaking with the customer or their authorised 

representative 

3. Confirm that the customer understands and is aware of all details 

provided during the Introduction Call 

4. Re-confirm the customers contact details and preferred method of 

contact   

5. Confirm where the customer will need a taxi to and arrange the taxi 

booking in accordance with the Suncorp Taxi Process 

6. Take the customer to the vehicle and identify claim related damage 

7. Advise the customer of the repairs that will be carried out and mark 

up any pre-existing damage 

8. Discuss any remaining excess, including payment options (direct to 

insurer, credit card, cash, etc.)  

9. Explain the next steps in the Assessment process and when you will 

be contacting them again with repair details 

10. Provide the customer with your business contact information, location 

and hours of operation  

11. Remind the customer to remove their personal items from their 

vehicle (e.g. e-Tags, garage remotes, etc.)  

12. Collect the customers car keys and ask if there are any questions or 

concerns and escort them to the taxi waiting area.  

Timeframe As soon as the customer drops off their vehicle.  
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5.  Repair Confirmation Call  

Performed When  Repairs have been authorised. 

Description 
Once you have received the repair authority in AudaNet and PNET the 
customer must be contacted and advised of the next steps of the repair.  

Actions  
During this phone call (or customers preferred method of contact):  

1. Ensure that you are speaking to the customer or their authorised 

representative 

2. Provide the customer with your business contact information and 

hours of operation  

3. Describe the repairs to be undertaken and the estimated time of 

completion  

4. Discuss the frequency and the preferred method of contact (e.g. 

online tracking tool, phone, email, SMS, etc.)  

5. Discuss any remaining excess, including payment options (direct to 

insurer, credit card, cash, etc.)  

6. Inform the customer if there are any changes to the estimated time 

frame of completion they will be contacted by phone  

Record Notes in the AudaNet Repair Info tab or your Bodyshop 

Management System to reflect the conversation. 

Timeframe Within 2 hours of receiving the repair authority in AudaNet.  
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6.  Changes to Estimated Completion Date  

Performed When  The estimated or confirmed date of repair completion is changed  
 

Description In the event of any changes made to the estimated completion date both the 
customer and AudaWatch must be updated immediately.  

Actions  During this phone call:  

1. Ensure that you are speaking to the customer or their authorised 

representative 

2. Advise that there is a change to the estimated completion date.  

3. Explain the cause of this change.  

4. Confirm the new estimated completion date and explain the next time 

that the customer should expect to hear from you.  

5. Confirm if the customer has a hire car in the Services tab of AudaNet 

and review booking return date.  If repair time exceeds the hire car 

booking duration direct them to contact their Insurer [Brand]  

Update AudaWatch to reflect the new Estimated Completion Date.  

Record Notes in the AudaNet Repair Info tab or your Bodyshop Management 
System to reflect the conversation. 

Timeframe Immediately after the change to the ECD has been confirmed  
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7.  Mid Repair Call   

Performed When  
Requested by the customer or in cases of extended repair timeframes, 
within 20 days of last contact in accordance with the General Insurance 
Code of Practice  

Description If the customer requests a call to update them on the progress of the repairs.   

Actions  
During this phone call (or customers preferred method of contact):  

1. Ensure that you are speaking to the customer or their authorised 

representative 

2. Provide the customer with an update on the status of repairs  

3. Update AudaWatch as the vehicle progresses through each stage of 

repairs.  

4. Discuss the frequency and the preferred method of contact (e.g. 

online tracking tool, phone, email, SMS, etc.)  

5. Inform the customer if there are any changes to the estimated time 

frame of completion they will be contacted by phone  

Record Notes in the AudaNet Repair Info tab or your Bodyshop 

Management System to reflect the conversation. 

Timeframe When requested by the customer.  
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8.  Notification of Repair Completion  

Performed When  The day before the Estimated Completion Date (if repairs are delayed follow 
the Changes to ECD process above). 

Description When the customer’s repairs are certain to be completed, the customer must 
be contacted via their preferred contact method.  
Once the repairs are actually complete, AudaWatch should be updated to 
indicate Ready to Collect.  

Actions  During this contact:  

1. Ensure that you are speaking to the customer or their authorised 

representative 

2. Discuss pick up time for collection of the vehicle.  

3. Re-confirm location for collection.  

4. Confirm who will be collecting the vehicle and that photo identification 

will be required on collection.  

5. Discuss any remaining excess and payment options.  

6. Advise the customer that you will book the taxi.  Provide the customer 

with the booking number and contact information for the taxi supplier 

along with their claim number.  

7. Discuss return of hire car (this information is available in the Services 

tab in AudaNet). 

In the event that the initial attempt to call is unsuccessful, subsequent 
attempts should be made until the customer is contacted.  
 
AudaWatch should be updated once the vehicle repairs are complete.  

Timeframe Customer contact should be made on the day prior to the completion of 
repairs.  
 
AudaWatch should be updated once the vehicle repairs are complete. . 
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9.  Vehicle Handover    

Performed When  The customer arrives to collect their vehicle  
 

Description When the customer or their nominated contact arrives to collect the 
vehicle, you should hold a conversation to ensure they are comfortable 
with the scope of repair work and are aware of the next steps.  
Once the customer has collected their vehicle, AudaWatch should be 
updated to reflect Vehicle Collected.  
  

 

Actions  When the customer arrives to collect the vehicle:  

1. Sight driver licence (proof of ID).  

2. Ask the customer if they would like a detailed description of works 

completed to their vehicle (If they do, provide the customer with a 

printed copy of the quote).  

3. Collect outstanding excess (If applicable).  

4. Discuss that the customer may receive an email to complete a 

customer survey and we would appreciate if they would complete this  

5. Take the customer to the vehicle and walk through completed 

repairs.  

6. Advise customer of the lifetime guarantee (this will also be available 

for them to download via [Brand] online tracking tool), and provide 

your business contact details.  

7. Hand over the keys and ask if there are any questions or concerns.  

 
Update AudaWatch to indicate Vehicle Collected  

Timeframe As soon as the customer collects their vehicle.  
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10.  Quality Issues  

Performed When  The customer raises concerns with the repairs.  
 

Description In the event that the customer raises concerns with the scope or quality of the 
repairs, it is your responsibility to address and/or rectify the issue. This should 
be done as soon as you have been made aware and all attempts must be 
made to resolve the issue.  

Actions  In the event that the issue cannot be rectified immediately the customer must 
be given the option to:  

a) Leave the vehicle for the issue to be rectified; or  

b) Arrange another time to complete the rectification work. This would 

include arranging a taxi for drop off and collection, if needed  

c) If you are unable to resolve the quality issue you should immediately 

contact your Assessing Coordinator (AsCo) who will arrange an 

Assessor visit in line with Suncorp’s customer complaints process. 

Timeframe Immediately.  
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Customer Self Service  

To enable alternatives to a phone call to see the progress of their repairs Suncorp have an 
online self-service claim tracking function. Our customers can select online tracking as their 
preferred contact method as an alternative to phone, email or SMS.   

This will provide Customers with 24/7 end-to-end visibility of their motor claim progress online: 
from lodgement, through the damage review, detailed repair-steps, repair images and 
endorsement of claim resolution. 

This claim tracking system is integrated with AudaNet and AudaWatch, and will deliver the best 
service outcomes to our Customers.  

The key enabler of these automatic updates is you completing daily repair status updates in 
AudaWatch (as required by Schedules 1 & 7 of the Suncorp Panel Repairer Agreement).  This 
includes the option of uploading photographs at the various repair stages from vehicle arrival, 
throughout the repair, to vehicle collection.  

This feature will be reported on by Suncorp via the AudaWatch Work List and form part of 
regular performance management discussions with your Manager, Motor Claims.  
Performance results are measured utilising the AudaWatch/ClaimCenter updates including;  

• Repair Days from Insurance Approval to Ready to Collect 

• Key to Key times (Vehicle Arrived to Vehicle Collected)  

• Quote Submitted to Insurance Approval; and  

• Booking to Quote Submission 

 

Fact: 
The majority of Suncorp Customer are currently auto registered for the 
self-service tools and over the past six months we have seen an average 
of 110,000 transactions per month.  

Customers can access the following information via their Insurer’s App or Online Claim Tracking 
tool;  

• Booking Date & Time at repairer or towing details  

• Calendar appointment for their computer or phone  

• Assigned repairer name and contact details  

• Repairer address & google maps location 

• What to expect when leaving their vehicle or when it is towed to the repairer 

• Details of Hire car or Taxi entitlement (where applicable) 

• Ability to upload documents to their claim e.g. copy of registration papers   

• Repair progress updates including photos 

• Estimated Completion Date and any changes to date  

• Lifetime Repair Guarantee 

• Information on the Suncorp Certified Repairer Standard  

Customers will know exactly what is happening with their vehicle and can view repair progress.  

We encourage you to promote this feature to customers who may not have already signed up at 
claim lodgement. 
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Self Service repair update stages 

The table below shows the different terminology used by the different systems depending on the 
audience.  Some steps may be combined in the customer online view. 

If repair status is held up, do not reverse a repair status stage, as this will not trigger an update 
to the customer.  If this occurs, you should update that the vehicle is still in the current step until 
it progresses to the next repair stage. 

Fact: 

If you choose to upload AudaWatch update images, it is important to take 
appropriate images of the correct vehicle, ensuring they are tagged to the 
correct repair status prior to submitting in AudaWatch.  Once photos are 
submitted, images cannot be edited or deleted. 

It is also important to note that if you complete bulk stage updates at once this will trigger 
multiple notifications to the customer. 

Repairer update 

(AudaWatch) 

Suncorp view 

(ClaimCenter) 

Customer view 

(Online Claim Tracking) 

  Damage Review Booked 

Vehicle Arrived  Vehicle Arrived  Vehicle Received 

Quote Submitted (includes 
ECD)  

Quote Submit  
Damage Review in 
Progress 

Insurance Approval Repairs Authorised  
Damage Review 
Complete 

Waiting for Parts Waiting for Parts Awaiting Parts 

Body and Part Repairs Body and Other Part Repairs Repairs in Progress 

Painting The updated Painting Painting 

Detailing Detailing Detailing 

Ready to Collect  Ready to Collect  Ready to Collect 

Vehicle Collected  Vehicle Collected  Completed 

  Download Lifetime 
Guarantee 

Key Customer view page 1 Customer view page 2 
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AudaWatch 

As part of your obligations under Schedules 1 & 7 of the Suncorp Panel Repairer 
Agreement, April 2017 AudaWatch updates are mandatory and required to be updated in line 
with the repair progress stages of the vehicle.   

The AudaWatch App enables repairers to submit Repair Status Updates and Repair Photos 
from the user’s smart phone. This information connects customers with real time repair updates 
and progress photos via various Suncorp Group brand online claim tracking tools 

Following feedback from repairers, Audatex integrated the AudaWatch App with the AudaWatch 
desktop system to enable automatic repair status updates and photos directly from the App.  
This change was effective from 1 March 2016. 

Repair Status updates from AudaWatch populate Suncorp’s claims management system, 
ClaimCenter.  This in conjunction with the launch of the Customer Self-Service features means 
that customers will have direct access to real time updates on the progress of their repairs as 
they are made via the AudaWatch App or Desktop.   

By using the App daily to track repair progress, both Suncorp and repairers should expect to 
see a reduction in enquiry calls from customers seeking updates on how their repairs are 
progressing.  These updates will also enable Suncorp staff to track repair progress and provide 
this information to customers as required. 

The use of the feature by repairers will be reported on by Suncorp and form part of regular 
performance management discussions with your Manager, Motor Claims. 

Tip: 

The AudaWatch App is available to download free of charge from your 
smart phone’s App store (available for Apple and Android devices).   

Login to the App using your existing AudaNet login credentials. On the 
Select Server screen choose the AudaWatch environment Audatex-au: 
https://audanet.audatex.com.au. 

 

Benefits of using AudaWatch 

• Ability to view all work and current repair stages currently in their work shop 

• Ability to set timeframes on how long a stage of repair takes 

• Ability to update AudaNet while in the workshop on a mobile device. 

• Ability to update AudaWatch at a time that is suitable for them, rather than having to 
manage unscheduled calls from customers 

• Automatically update the repair stage of a vehicle, photos or promise date to a customer 

• Reduced calls from Customers who can be informed with progress of repairs and photos 
through self-service application. 

 

 

  

https://audanet.audatex.com.au/
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Appendix 1:  Support Contact Details & 
Inbound Correspondence 
 

Assessing Co-ordinator teams 

When to contact Contact details 

• When you require a quote invite to be 
sent or resent. 

• When you have a question about the 
excess on a claim. 

• General enquiries including submission of 
quotes, damage review, repair authorities 
or vehicle assessments. 

Northern (QLD, NT)  07 3167 0466 
northernassessingsupport@suncorp.com.au 
 
Central (NSW, ACT) 02 8668 2078 
centralassessingsupport@suncorp.com.au 
 
Southern (VIC, TAS, SA, WA) 03 9039 7367 

southernassessingsupport@suncorp.com.au 

 

Hours of operation: 7:30am to 5:00pm 
Monday to Friday 

 

Audatex 

When to contact Contact details 

• Users experiencing issues with their 
AudaNet login credentials. 

• Users needing to lodge ‘Requests for 
AudaNet Access’ and ‘Requests for 
Deactivating AudaNet Access’. 

• Users needing support on 
AudaNet/AudaWatch functionality or 
performance queries. 

Submit a ticket: 
http://www.audatex.com.au/support 

Email: support@audatex.com.au 

Service Desk: 1300 080 880 (8.30am – 5.30pm 
AEST) 

 

 

Claims Systems Support 

When to contact Contact details 

• If PNet is not available 

• Users confirming existing PNet Login 
details 

• Users experiencing technical system 
issues with PNet. 

Suncorp Service Desk: 1300 138 060 

Email: claimssystemshelp@suncorp.com.au 

Hours of operation:  7:00am to 5:00pm 
(AEST) Monday to 
Friday 

 
 
 

mailto:northernassessingsupport@suncorp.com.au
mailto:centralassessingsupport@suncorp.com.au
mailto:southernassessingsupport@suncorp.com.au
http://www.audatex.com.au/support
mailto:support@audatex.com.au
mailto:claimssystemshelp@suncorp.com.au
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Appendix 2:  Suncorp Taxi Process 
 

VIP Taxi Booking Process 

When booking a taxi for a customer who has dropped off their vehicle for repair, contact the 
relevant VIP Taxi company (where applicable) to order the customer a taxi.  

You will need the following information:  

• Customer Name  

• Claims number  

• Pick up location  

• Drop off location  

• Time of booking  

• VIP Code 

Once booked, please provide your customer with the booking number and contact information 
for the taxi supplier.  

Upon arrival at the Repairers premises, the customer is no longer required to complete a 
voucher or obtain a receipt for the journey providing they arrived in an authorised Suncorp 
Group Taxi vehicle.  

Customer arrived in Non-Authorised Suncorp Taxi 

If the customer arrives in a non-authorised Suncorp taxi they will need to pay for the taxi 
themselves and submit a receipt for reimbursement to their insurance company. 

To avoid this, please ensure that the customer contacts you to book their taxi. 
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Appendix 3:  Call Flow Process Map 
 

Trigger Action When 

AudaNet invitation sent to 
repairer  

Complete the Booking Intro call  
The day before the 
appointment  

The estimate has been submitted 
and authorised via AudaNet and 
PNet  

Complete the Repair Confirmation call 
 

Within 2 hours of 
estimate authorisation  

 

An estimated completion date 
(ECD) is changed  

Complete the Change to Completion 
Date 
 
Ensure AudaWatch is updated 
correctly 

Immediately when ECD 
is changed 

The completion date is confirmed  Complete the Notification of Repair 
Completion call  
 
Ensure AudaWatch is updated 
correctly. 

The day prior to 
completion  

 

Customer attends to collect 
vehicle  
 

Complete Vehicle Hand-over  
 
Ensure AudaWatch is updated 
correctly 

On the day of collection  

Customer has a repair quality 
concern  

Follow Quality Issue process  Immediately  
 

***Please ensure AudaWatch updates accurately reflect vehicle repair progress*** 
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Appendix 4:  Repair Photo Guidelines 
When taking images for a Repair Status, the camera function is available on the Vehicle Info 
screen. 

Note: Users must update the Repair Stage prior to adding photos for the photos to be 
added to the appropriate stage in the Repair Info screen in AudaNet 

 

Repair Photo Guidelines 

No photos that would cause distress or concern to the customer. 

No photos showing removal of major interior components such as dash or SRS systems. 

No photos of vehicles with complete front, rear or side welded panels cut off e.g. Quarter 

panels and boot floor 

No photos with large body filler repairs  

No photos with major mechanical components missing e.g. Motor and Transmission out of 

vehicle.  

Photos of the vehicle only, no human interaction  

Be mindful of your surrounding when taking the photos e.g. what’s in the background.  

Ensure the condition of the vehicle is of a high standard (no parts in vehicle) 

 

It is important to take appropriate images of the correct vehicle, ensuring they are 
tagged to the correct repair status prior to submitting in AudaWatch.  Once photos are 
submitted, images cannot be edited or deleted and may be viewed by the customer. 
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